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Abstract - This article explores the rationale for including in an integrated five-years Masters Engineering programme liberal arts subjects, in particular Philosophy and the History of Science and Technology. We argue that the tools of philosophy should be used to provide additional insight into how engineering was and is 'performed'. We first review the challenge, next we present some results of an empirical case study carried out at AU-IBT in Denmark. The purpose of the case study was to examine a sample of engineering teachers’ attitudes towards the relevance and scope of liberal arts subjects for engineering students. Finally we conclude with a proposal for the inclusion of Philosophy and History of Engineering, Science and Technology in an engineering programme and how this might be done.
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INTRODUCTION

Some authors have predicted that if engineers do not accept hybrid engineering degree programmes they will be constrained to purely technical work activities. Consequently the graduating engineer would not be ideally suited to meet the requirements of the future labour market, which requires a degree of convergence between technological and non-technological skills. Educationalists on both sides of the Atlantic are thus pondering what changes, if any, are required to improve engineering education and to ensure that the engineers of the future can provide necessary leadership.

In his Presidential Address (Engineers Ireland) Who will be tomorrow’s leader? The engineering profession’s 21st century challenge, Jack Golden noted that Plato believed that the foundation of leadership was expert knowledge, accompanied by such factors as courage, self-discipline and a philosophical mind [1]. It has been stated that the engineer is a ‘composite’ person in that it is not only science and technology that is of concern: ethics, law, the impact on society and environmental aspects being just a few of many legitimate concerns that impact on how an engineer functions. Also, within industry, companies have identified the desired attributes that they seek in an engineer. All these revised skills and attributes leads one to the conclusion that the modern world requires a more rounded engineer, with the rounding provided by selected liberal arts studies. The above mentioned concerns represent a challenge for those responsible for the education and early development of tomorrow’s engineer. Within the largest Engineering Faculty in Ireland, Dublin Institute of Technology, DIT, and in Denmark at the Aarhus University Institute of Business and Technology, AU-IBT, dialogue is ongoing amongst senior staff, first to explore the potential benefits of including some elements of liberal studies in the curriculum, and second, to consider how best this additional material would be presented. At face value it may seem as though the incorporation of liberal studies in engineering is meant to serve a merely instrumental agenda of promoting engineers for future leadership. But the scope is broader. We examine if engineering faculty members tend to see liberal studies as a) an unwelcome idea that will increase the pressure on curricula and defocus engineering programmes from their ‘true purpose’ or b) a positive innovation that may help decrease curricular pressure and educate more qualified and free-thinking engineering graduates.

NATURE OF THE CHALLENGE

Braslavsky notes that with the increasing pace of globalization the world is experiencing a remarkable culture process where ‘the present culture change … comes from the convergence of a number of transformations in practically all human activities which gives the totality greater breadth and depth than the simple sum of each one. In this totality, people … become aware of the place of knowledge and education in societies, of the opportunities they open up, and of the risks involved in how they are currently distributed’ [2].

Braslavsky lists six educational demands associated with the converging trends for change:

i) educating active, rigorous and flexible individuals, rather than skilled workers for pre-established jobs,

ii) counterbalancing the increasing inequalities and their consequences in terms of poverty and marginalization,
iii) treating diversity as a valuable resource different from inequality,
iv) educating to recreate politics,
v) preparing to face an increasingly broad spectrum of personal decisions, and
vi) preparing for both the introduction and prevention of the paradoxical effects of technical progress.
Braslavsky’s observations roughly correspond to the following interests and perspectives which in our view have to be embraced in any kind of future oriented higher education:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Societal interests:</th>
<th>Education to citizenship</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Occupational interests:</td>
<td>Education as investment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic socialization:</td>
<td>Education to membership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education as identity work:</td>
<td>Education as self-actualisation and self-development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globalisation of the labour market:</td>
<td>Education to cosmopolitanism</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Based on Troelsen, 2000 [3]).

In recent years a number of important and influential bodies have begun to explore whether the accepted method of educating the engineer is in accord with the global challenges that engineers and engineering are confronted with routinely. For example, the US National Academy of Engineering has described the engineer of 2020 and proposed mechanisms to educate that engineer [4]. Educational standards bodies such as ABET and corresponding bodies in Europe, including Engineers Ireland, have developed new accreditation guidelines for engineering programmes to ensure that graduates from these programmes have the skills that were traditionally left to industry to develop in their engineering employees.

Coming from a different direction authors such as Williams [5] and Heywood [6] have argued that the engineering profession has lost its identity. And it is further argued that in the long run engineers will have to face up to a long term convergence between technological and liberal arts education. Their prediction is that if engineers do not adopt a hybrid educational model they will be consigned to purely technical work activities. Consequently the engineer would not be ideally suited to provide the type and level of leadership required in our more complex society.

In Europe, implementation of the Bologna Declaration provides an excellent opportunity to examine how some degree of convergence between technological and liberal arts education can be achieved in the context of a two-cycle engineering system of education. The first cycle, of normal duration three years, might not admit much in the way of such a convergence and it might also be problematic in the second-cycle especially if such a degree is not designed to follow on directly from a specific first cycle one. However there is good scope for incorporating appropriate elements of liberal education in an integrated five year programme. But what should these elements be? Reaching any consensus on this will not be straightforward when one considers, for example, the report by the Royal Academy of Engineering (UK) *Educating Engineers for the 21st Century*, June 2007 which states that ’Universities must continue to teach ‘core engineering’ and not dilute course content with peripheral subject matter’[7]. The Royal Academy adds that ‘there is a limited requirement for training in key business skills, envisaged primarily as commercial awareness – an understanding of how businesses work and the importance of the customer – combined with the basic principles of project management’. This view contrasts sharply with that of IBM which envisages ’services, sciences, management and engineering “bringing together ongoing work in computer science, operations research, industrial engineering, business strategy, management sciences, social and cognitive sciences, and legal sciences to develop the skills required in a services-led economy’. Going a little further, educators such as Gary Downey have developed an ethnographic approach exploring the relationship between knowledge and personhood (engineer). Again, from an educational perspective, consider Harvey Mudd College, California, which ’seeks to educate engineers, scientists, and mathematicians, well versed in all of these areas and in the humanities and the social sciences so that they may assume leadership in their fields with a clear understanding of the impact of their work on society’ [8]. The National Academy of Engineering (US) in *The Engineer of 2020* sets the goal that in order to ‘maintain the nation’s economic competitiveness and improve the quality of life for people around the world, engineering educators and curriculum developers must anticipate dramatic changes in engineering practice and adapt their programs accordingly’. In addition to identifying the ideal attributes of the engineer of 2020, the report recommends ways to improve the training of engineers to prepare them for addressing the complex technical, social, and ethical questions raised by emerging technologies. Boeing has, *inter alia*, identified the Desired Attributes of an Engineer other than technical ones and that includes a basic understanding of the context in which engineering is practiced. Amongst topics addressed are: economics, history, ethics, the environment, as well as customer and societal needs. Some of the skills identified include: good communications, high ethical standards, an ability to think critically and creatively and independently, the ability and self-confidence to be flexible, and an understanding of the importance of teamwork [9]. What is clear overall is that a body of engineers and engineering educators do believe that the educational development of a ‘more rounded’ engineer needs to be achieved.

But, however convincing the case might be to some, it is an entirely different matter when it comes to winning the argument with academic staff in an engineering faculty (or school) to include some element of liberal arts education in what is usually an already tightly packed curriculum. And even if an acceptance is won there still remains the problem of deciding how to deliver to the students the chosen liberal arts. For the first challenge there is no ready simple
solution. Colleges are often conservative for good reasons and are not overly susceptible to the current demands of industry and would generally claim that they are educating their students not for ‘the first job’ but for life. Nevertheless this ‘for life’ aspect coupled with the recruitment policies of some influential employers should eventually bring about the conditions by which the engineering curriculum is opened to include liberal arts studies such as philosophy. There is also peer pressure as an agent of change by which well regarded institutions can influence others. Further, once some empirical evidence is accumulated that demonstrates that there are benefits to be obtained, accrediting bodies will be encouraged to make provision in their requirements for a broadened engineering curriculum. Finally, on this first challenge, the identification of some metrics by which the benefits can be assessed in time is a task that engineering educationalists should address now.

In the following we present some of the results of an empirical case study carried out at AU-IBT in Denmark [10] expanding on a survey that had previously been undertaken in DIT, Ireland. The purpose of the Danish case study was to examine a sample of engineering teachers’ attitudes towards the relevance and scope of philosophy of science courses for engineering students (a parallel to the US debate on introducing liberal studies in engineering curricula). The data was collected in an anonymous survey. A questionnaire was distributed to 35 potential respondents comprising full-time teaching staff of three BSc engineering degree programmes in electronics, business development and global management and manufacturing. In all 26 respondents filled in the questionnaire. The set of data collected in the questionnaire survey is obviously too small and too particular to be of any great statistical significance. However we were not aiming at statistical significance and generalization. We were aiming to construct a case study which, despite its limitations, can provide insight into how respondents view the importance, relevance, scope and problems of including philosophy of science into engineering curricula. Our case study can thus serve as an exemplar which we cannot claim on the one hand to be typical but which, on the other hand, we have no reason to believe is atypical of what can be found elsewhere. There is reason to believe that the data gives a valuable insight into real complexities and challenges in introducing philosophy of science courses in engineering curricula.

**THE MAJOR RESULTS OF THE CASE STUDY**

In the following we present a brief analysis of some core questions from the Danish survey.

**Question I** ‘Please indicate on a scale from 1 to 5 the relevance of the below mentioned issues for philosophy of science courses in engineering studies’

- A. Engineering roles and identity
- B. Engineering culture and norms
- C. The design process as a technical and social process
- D. Knowledge generation and forms of knowledge in engineering work
- E. The importance of technology and its impact on society
- F. Ethical problems in engineering
- G. Requirements of interdisciplinary and inter-cultural collaboration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>G</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Irrelevant</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Minor relevance</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtotal X</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Some relevance</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Relevant</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Very relevant</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtotal Y</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this question we have combined 4 issues in order to separately measure respondents’ attitudes to each of these four issues.

1) a Socratic element of professional self-reflection, dimension A-B-G
2) core areas of philosophy of engineering, dimension C-D-
3) a core area of philosophy of technology, dimension E
4) engineering ethics, dimension F

1) In the “Socratic” dimension A-B-G the overwhelming majority of answers (78%) are proponents of the relevance of a Socratic element of professional self-reflection in engineering studies. However one third of the answers only find that it has ‘some relevance’. Also, 16 out of 75 (21%) of the answers even state that it is either irrelevant or of minor relevance. Hence the Socratic ‘know thyself’ or professional self-reflection is apparently not that self-evident for all staff that participated in the survey. Further if we compare A-B with G it becomes clear that not all the respondents see these issues as linked together. In fact 24 out of 25 of the respondents are thus proponents of knowledge of interdisciplinary and intercultural collaboration but only 19 are proponents of knowledge of engineering roles and identity and only 16 are proponents of knowledge of engineering culture and norms. However, to us A, B and G are closely related and it is hard to have one without the other. These observations raise a number of important didactic questions for reflection in engineering
teaching communities such as: Can engineers in a global economy cooperate successfully with people from other professional and national cultures without having been equipped during their studies with knowledge of their own professional role and identity? Or does this knowledge in fact already exist in engineering degree curricula but without being clearly labeled (tacit knowledge)? And is it necessary for engineers to be able to transcend the engineering culture or to know how it looks from the outside?

2) In the core areas of philosophy of science for engineering, dimension C-D, 92% of the answers find the core areas of philosophy of engineering relevant. And 34% of these find that these core areas only have some relevance. Only 8% find that the core areas of philosophy of engineering have minor relevance.

3) As to the core area of philosophy of technology dimension D – the importance of technology and its impact on society - all 25 respondents answer that it is relevant. And only 4 out of 25 (or 16%) find that it has only some relevance.

4) As to dimension F - engineering ethics - 22 out of 25 (88%) respondents are proponents of the relevance of engineering ethics in philosophy of science courses for engineering studies. Although this is a very high number, given the high degree of focus on ethical issues relating to science and technology in Denmark and other Western countries it is perhaps a bit surprising that 2 respondents find that engineering ethics is downright irrelevant and 1 respondent found that it is only of minor relevance!

If we sum up the analysis of our data from Question I we may say that the overwhelming majority of respondents in fact express a positive attitude to the combination of topics we have suggested for philosophy of science courses in engineering studies. On the face of it, this positive attitude should make it relatively easy to introduce such courses in the engineering degree programmes the respondents are responsible for currently. However, at the time the survey was carried out (spring 2007) the philosophy of science courses had not yet been introduced in the degree programmes in practice but were still on the ‘drawing board’. The Danish government recommended the inclusion of philosophy of science courses in degree programmes at the bachelor’s level in 2004. Another observation worth highlighting relates to the respondents’ attitudes to the Socratic element of professional self-reflection. Here, 24 out of 25 respondents say that knowledge of interdisciplinary and intercultural collaboration is relevant but only 19 and 16 respondents respectively see this kind of collaboration as closely linked to dimension A – engineering roles and identity and dimension B – engineering culture and norms.

Question II. "How would you evaluate the relative importance of research methodology and philosophy of science respectively?"

The purpose of this question is twofold: First, as there is a close relationship between research methodology and philosophy of science in traditional scientific disciplines, question 12 measures the relative importance that the respondents attribute to each of these issues. This is an indication of a potential place of philosophy of science courses and the weight the respondents would attribute to the two issues if they were to be combined in a single course. Second, the question also measures the degree to which the perception of engineering as applied science is sustained among engineering teachers and in engineering discourse.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. To learn research methodology is more important than philosophy of science</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. To learn philosophy of science is more important than research methodology</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Research methodology and philosophy of science are equally important</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Neither research methodology nor philosophy of science is important</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Given the instrumental nature of engineering we believe it was to be expected that a clear majority of 17 out of 25 respondents consider the more readily applicable research methodology the main issue rather than the less concrete concepts related to philosophy of science. For us the distribution of answers to this question is also a clear indication that the assertion that engineering is applied science is still sustained among the majority of the respondents. If we thus compare the response frequency of question II with the response frequency of question I C-D this interpretation is put into a wider perspective. The decomposition of the answers in question I C-D shows that only a little more than half the respondents 29/50 or 58% consider engineering design the core of engineering whereas 21/50 or 42% only attach ”some relevance” or even “minor relevance” to this issue.

Question III. 'In your opinion, how broad and deep should the learning objective of philosophy of science courses be defined?'

In question III we measured the respondents’ attitudes as to the desired breadth and depth of philosophy of science courses in engineering curricula. Four answer categories were given ranging from giving philosophy of science no place at all to giving it a very central place in engineering curricula. It was found that 9 of the respondents had very modest ambitions and 2 respondents were even in direct opposition to the introduction of such courses. But 10
respondents expressed a higher level of ambition and 6 of
these a very high ambition arguing that Philosophical reflections should penetrate all courses and activities in
engineering studies. Roughly speaking, the group of
respondents are thus evenly divided as to the role they see
for philosophy of science in engineering curricula.

Question IV. ‘As to the teaching aim of philosophy of science
courses which of the two options would you prefer?’

This question aims to differentiate clearly between those
who see value in considering philosophy of science
regardless of the engineering context and those who see a
role for the subject in how engineers think about and carry
out their work. Note: bildung roughly translates as formation
or development.

Question IV

a. Philosophy of science should be a course aiming at Bildung as an
end in itself.

b. Philosophy of science should be instrumentalized as a tool for
courses in research methodology.

For this question 10 respondents were in favour of
Bildung as the ultimate aim of philosophy of science courses
whereas 15 preferred courses which are instrumentalized as a
tool for courses in research methodology. That the
majority is in favour of the instrumental approach is to be
expected. We had in fact expected the majority to be even
larger – bearing in mind the inherently instrumental nature of
engineering. Instead of taking attention away from
traditional focus areas of education, philosophy of science
courses may in fact be used to strengthen ‘engineering proper’
through underpinning a time-honoured part of
engineering education, i.e. methodology training. This may
be seen as a relief for respondents who may otherwise have
felt uncomfortable about engaging in philosophical issues.
Answer category b in question IV thus provides an
opportunity for respondents to place philosophy of science at
what has traditionally been seen as the centre rather than the
periphery of engineering education.

Summing up, we may conclude that the majority of
respondents in our survey wish to see philosophy of science
courses instrumentalized as a tool for project work and
courses in research methodology. Furthermore their level of
ambition as to the learning outcome can be characterized as
middle-range: engineering students in their third year of
study should be able to independently use the key concepts
and central theories. That the undergraduate student should
also be able to critically and independently reflect and
theorize on the key concepts and central theories of the
discipline is only perceived as a desired goal by a small
minority. This would also in our opinion be a somewhat
over-ambitious and unrealistic goal.

When it comes to implementation in the sense of including
philosophical and historical material in the curriculum there
again is a broad agreement between those surveyed in
Ireland and Denmark. In the Danish survey 75% of the staff
were in favour of including such material [10]. In the Dublin
case senior staff participating in a relatively similar survey
were also generally favourably disposed to including the
philosophical and historical material in an engineering
programme [11] [12]. But this is in principle! The real
challenges are ‘who should teach’, ‘how’ and ‘how much’.

The first part of the challenge is the trade-off between
 qualifications and teaching legitimacy as perceived by both
students and engineering staff. Given the path dependency of
engineering teachers they are likely to have the legitimacy
amongst students but are most likely to lack the qualifications.
Academics trained in philosophy of science on the other
hand may have the formal qualifications but are likely to
lack legitimacy amongst students and to lack the ability to
put theories into a relevant, practical engineering context.

Regarding the second part of the challenge – how to
deliver the liberal arts material in an engineering programme
this question has a parallel with what is sometimes a
contentious matter in an engineering faculty, namely should
mathematics be taught by engineers to engineers or should
mathematics be a subject taught only by mathematicians.

Happily the evidence is that both approaches can work and
depends heavily on the teaching style, interests and
enthusiasm of the staff involved. In the context of a five year
masters engineering programme what is being proposed at
DIT, initially, is a judicious mix of approaches – judicious,
as it is necessary to trial different approaches and evaluate
their impact and value before reaching firm conclusions as to
how to introduce the material into the curriculum. The
overall approach that has been discussed consists of three
strands and can be summarized as follows: (a) in the early
years of the programme, year two most likely, provide a
course (module) that presents an introduction to philosophy
of engineering coupled with an overview of the history of
engineering, science and technology; (b) from the second
year onwards embed in technical subjects material that has a
clear philosophical dimension; (c) as part of a design spine
and within the last two years of the programme provide a
module tailored for a specific discipline that presents a
holistic view of a limited number of major engineering
projects. Holistic in the sense that the treatment is not purely
technical but includes the context and impact on society and
the influence, if any, on later developments that derive from
the original engineering project. As an aside this last aspect
can and generally does demonstrate the process of evolution
in engineering design.

CONCLUSION

It is recognized that eminent authors have addressed most or
indeed all of the points raised in this article [13], [14], [15].
But the fact remains that the influence on engineering
curricula has been limited. The purpose of the article should
be clear – first, to state in the simplest terms possible the
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rationale for the inclusion of both a historical and philosophical treatment of engineering, and second, to set out a minimal scheme to achieve the goal of introducing such material, and third, to act as a working paper as part of a discourse amongst engineering staff responsible for educating engineers.

For some it is sufficient to study these areas for no other reason than that they are interesting topics in their own right, but most engineers would be appreciative if the knowledge, insight and skills so gained allowed them to be better citizens of their profession.

The Danish case study has highlighted an apparent paradox: on the one hand a relatively positive attitude among AU-IBT faculty, which, experience shows, we believe is also found at DIT, as to the relevance of liberal education/philosophy of science in engineering curricula and on the other hand lacking concrete actions of implementation amongst the very same faculty – in both Denmark and Ireland. However given the path dependency of engineering as a knowledge domain outlined above the difficulties of implementation is perhaps not so surprising. The biggest surprise is therefore the generally positive attitude among the respondents. This could of course be written off as a simple consequence of the fact that the very establishment of an institutional discourse on philosophy of science in the engineering degree programmes through putting it on the agenda at both DIT and AU-IBT has made respondents more positive to philosophy of science. It is a well-known fact that there may be differences between people’s attitudes ex ante and ex post of gaining knowledge of a phenomenon. However, we believe that this cannot explain in full the rather surprising positive attitudes found in the Danish survey which is also due to the fact that we were very conscious of formulating the questionnaire in a neutral way. We thus believe that the positive attitudes are also an indication of a more general phenomenon, i.e. that although contemporary culture of engineering is still to a large extent rooted in a de-contextualised, relatively narrow technical/applied science approach, there is also an openness towards discussion of broader issues amongst our respondents. We were surprised to see that in the Danish survey 40% were in fact in favour of Bildung as the ultimate aim of philosophy of science courses. It thus seems that the general attitude amongst faculty in the survey is that philosophy of science may help improve studies. How to go from attitude to action is, however, the major challenge. As our case study shows, it has to be recognized by education managers, teachers and students that given the history and culture of engineering it takes time to successfully implement philosophy of science courses in engineering degree programmes: ‘the spirit indeed is willing, but the flesh is weak’.
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